Strategic Planning for Human Resources Leaders

Capture an actionable strategic plan on one page
Craft a clear, measurable, communicable strategic plan

Strategy defines what an enterprise will do to be successful — how it plans to compete and win in its chosen markets or deliver the expected services to the citizen and fulfill its public mission.

A strategy is specific for an enterprise, in a specific environment, aiming at a specific objective in a specific point in time.

It is that strategy from which you generate strategic plans (and then operational plans) that answer how the enterprise will get there.

At a functional level, strategic planning defines the roadmap for executing the choices and actions required to meet strategic goals — which reflect the function’s contribution to the enterprise business model and goals.

Today’s disrupted conditions make it even more important for strategic plans to be clear, measurable and communicable.

Key components include the following:

1. A few metrics that define the function’s current and target end state
2. The most critical assumptions underpinning the plan
3. The key initiatives required to achieve the end state
4. A concise statement that distills and communicates the strategy
Identify a shortlist of metrics to describe the function’s target state

To brainstorm appropriate metrics to measure your function’s target state, first confer with business leaders and other stakeholders to make sure you’re clear on the overarching business strategy and goals. Then identify metrics that relate directly to your stated outcomes.

You’ll need to estimate the metrics’ value on Day 1 to track your progress. The period to achieve those targets may be as short as a quarter or as long as five years — depending in part on the volatility of the current environment and the need to give a strategy a chance to work. Longer-term goals should still be tracked at least quarterly.

Limit the core plan to no more than seven metrics, initiatives or critical assumptions to keep the strategic plan easy to communicate.

Document and monitor key assumptions

The assumptions that underpin your strategy are essential tools for communication because they reflect why the target end state and required initiatives are better than alternatives and they form the cognitive foundation of the selected strategy.

In articulating the central drivers of value for your function, include explicit cause-and-effect relationships and interdependencies where they exist among, e.g., the business ecosystem (initial and target), key initiatives and external driving forces.

Incorporate assumptions developed during scenario planning to better understand which of these relationships are highly reliable “truths” while others represent highly uncertain dynamics difficult to control or predict.

Make sure the assumptions are concrete, with quantifiable thresholds for monitoring, and frequently monitor the assumption thresholds to watch for advanced warning of an imminent breach. The breach of one of these assumptions would trigger an urgent course correction.
Key actions in strategic planning

03 Identify key initiatives and milestones required to move to the end state

To identify the select key initiatives that drive focused but validated planning, include initiatives that:
• Represent your agenda to change the business, not just run the business
• Seek to create value beyond the existing business trajectory
• Demonstrate real action by grouping smaller projects under the initiative as necessary

The plan doesn’t need to include initiatives intended to run the business, such as “keep serving our customers” or “maintain employee engagement.” These initiatives strive to perpetuate the current state or trajectory.

After specifying the initiatives, set criteria and dates for key milestones and completion.

04 Craft a concise statement that captures the essence of the strategy

In creating a statement to surmise the essence or core elements of a strategy, strive for a single, aspirational sentence — but be willing to sacrifice conciseness for clarity. The focus should be more on getting the essential elements right than on finding the perfect turns of phrase. Teams caught in endless debate over wordsmithing have likely gone too far.

The components of the strategic plan can be documented on a single page, making it easy to communicate (see Page 5).

“Waste-free” strategic planning

By boiling strategic planning down to only these necessary and sufficient parts, you’re taking a waste-free planning approach. It enables:
• Faster, but more collaborative, strategy formulation
• Quicker and more effective communication to implementers (with less “lost in translation”)
• Earlier course correction
• More objective measurement and allocation of performance gaps between strategy formulation and execution
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Document the key elements of your strategy on one page. Examples are illustrative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Current state</strong></th>
<th><strong>Plan</strong></th>
<th><strong>Future state</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Measured by 4 to 7 metrics**

**Do**
- Accurately measure the organization's baseline and progress toward target state
- Capture mission-critical risks to running the business metrics

**Don't**
- Create overly detailed metrics related to day-to-day performance

**Example:** Retention rate for critical talent: 60%

**Example:** Successor coverage for critical positions: 60%

**Constituted of 4 to 7 initiatives**

**Do**
- Reconcile conflicting views
- Build strong buy-in
- Focus resources and attention

**Don’t**
- Push ahead without consensus and buy-in

**Example:** Embed new hybrid work model to drive productivity.

**Example:** Launch new employment value proposition to attract new digital skill sets.

**Rationalized by 4 to 7 assumptions**

**Do**
- Communicate explicitly
- Specify quantifiable thresholds
- Allow for real-time course corrections

**Don’t**
- Create confusion or disagreement around basis of strategy

**Example:** Digital skill sets may only be available in labor markets outside our core locations.

**Example:** Budgets for additional reward packages will remain constrained.

**Expressed as 1 sentence**

**Do**
- Capture the essence of the strategy

**Don’t**
- Create doubt around what constitutes strategy

**Example:** Deliver solutions that enable the organization's talent to actively contribute to, and have a positive impact on, the overall business.

**Measured by 4 to 7 targets**

**Do**
- Describe the organization's desired end state
- Set goals to determine when the end state will be reached

**Don’t**
- Target scenarios too distant from the current state

**Example:** Retention rate for critical talent: 85% within 6 months

**Example:** Successor coverage for critical positions: 95% by end of 2022
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[Rationalized by 4 to 7 assumptions]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current state</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Future state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured by 4 to 7 metrics</td>
<td>Constituted of 4 to 7 initiatives</td>
<td>Measured by 4 to 7 targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rationalized by 4 to 7 assumptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expressed as 1 sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Actionable, objective insight

Explore these additional complimentary resources and tools for Human Resources leaders:

- **Research**
  - Top 5 HR Trends and Priorities for 2021
  - Emerging HR trends, expected challenges and next steps for CHROs and HR leaders.
  - [Download E-Book](#)

- **Resource Hub**
  - Future of Work Reinvented
  - Reinvent where, when and how we work to maximize employees’ engagement and productivity.
  - [Learn More](#)

- **Webinar**
  - The Art of the 1-Page Strategy: Storytelling Enables Business Growth
  - Learn how to use storytelling to articulate business strategy and success.
  - [Watch on Demand](#)

- **Tool**
  - Benchmark the Effectiveness of Your Function
  - Measure your function’s performance against peers, strategic priorities and future needs, and position yourself to drive business goals.
  - [Get Started](#)

Already a client?
Get access to even more resources in your client portal. [Log In](#)
Get More.

Get actionable, objective insight to deliver on your most critical priorities. Our expert guidance and tools enable faster, smarter decisions and stronger performance. Contact us to become a client:

**U.S.:** +1 855 811 7593

**International:** +44 (0) 3330 607 044

Learn more about Gartner for Human Resources Leaders

gartner.com/en/human-resources

Stay connected to the latest insights